Enhanced radiographic visualization of resorbable foils for orbital floor reconstruction: A proof of principle.
Despite the advantages and broad applications of alloplastic resorbable implants, postoperative radiological control is challenging due to its radiolucency. The aim of the present study was to evaluate the radiographic visibility of newly developed materials for orbital floor reconstruction. The radiographic visibility of four different material combinations consisting of poly-(L-lactic acid)/poly-glycolic acid (PLLA/PGA) or poly(D,L-lactic acid) (PDLLA) enriched with magnesium (Mg), hydroxyapatite (HA) or β-tricalcium phosphate (β-TCP) with various layers of thicknesses (0.3, 0.6, and 1 mm), surgically placed above the orbital floor of a human head specimen, was evaluated using computed tomography (CT) and cone beam computed tomography (CBCT). The visibility was rated on a scale of 0-10 in CT/CBCT and by Hounsfield Units in CT for each subject. All of the materials were clearly detectable in CT scans. Visibility was significantly higher (p < 0.001) in the standard soft tissue window (mean score: 7.3, ranging from 2 to 10) in comparison to the standard bone window (mean score: 5.2, ranging from 1 to 10). In CBCT (mean score: 3.3, ranging from 0 to 7), there was significantly lower but still sufficient visibility of the materials compared to the CT soft tissue window (p < 0.001) and CT bone window (p < 0.001). Comparing the different materials' visibility among the group of same layer thicknesses with each other, in the majority of cases, PDLLA enriched with β-TCP appeared to be most visible in both CT and CBCT. The incorporation of radiopaque elements to PLLA/PGA and PDLLA polymers is a promising strategy to improve their visibility in CT and CBCT. Our data suggest that the reconstruction of the orbital floor with these new materials could provide an advantageous postoperative radiographic control.